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Human Power is published approx.
quarterly by the International Human-
Powered Vehicle Assoc., Inc., a non-profit
organization devoted to the study and ap-
phlcation of human muscular potential to
propel craft through the air, in and on the
water and on land. Membership informa-
tion is available by sending a self-
addressed stamped business-sized enve-
lope to the IHPVA address above.

Additional copies of Human Power may
be purchased by members for $3.50 each,
and by non-members for $5.00 each.

Material in Human Power is copy-
righted by the IHPVA. Unless copyrighted
also by the author(s), complete articles or
representative excerpts may be published
elsewhere if full credit to the author(s)
and the IHPVA is prominently given.

We welcome contributions, preferably
on a PC diskette, for Human Power. Send
them to the editor at his address above.
He would be happy to send guidelines on
preparing contributions. They should be
of technical or longer-term interest: news
and notices etc. should go to HPV News
at the IHPVA address above.

We are indebted to the authors, to Dot
Cavignano, MIT, for transcription, and to
Len Brunkalla and his volunteers, whose
dedicated help made this issue possible.

Dave Wilson

In this issue
Off-road travel with a human-

powered vehicle
Recumbent enthusiasts usually

concede that their favorite vehicles are
no challenge to mountain bikes off-
road. Greg and Dwight Fisher make a
strong case for their highly effective
design of a two-person four-wheeled
recumbent "Animas 96" (pp. 3-6).

My HPV - a long-range, practical,
human-electric hybrid

Mike Saari believes that the combi-
nation of lead-acid batteries, a small
motor, a human, and a streamlined re-
cumbent constitute a combination that
can yield a vehicle with a 500-km
(300-mile) range. This is a well-
thought-out argument backed by prac-
tical results (pp. 6 - 12).

Lelystad report
The 1995 World HPV champion-

ships in The Netherlands were first
cancelled by the original organizers
and then rescued by Marielle Bakker
and Sacha Knoop whose Herculean
work produced a memorable week.
Wouter Suverkropp writes a brief re-
port on his experiences (p. 12).

The "Extra-energy exposition:
tests, symposium and races
"Extra-energy" vehicles are defined

as those that could be propelled by hu-
man power alone, but can also be fit-
ted with electrical power assistance
(possibly solar) for hills, long range
and so forth. Theo Schmidt reports on
a meeting in Koln, including tests, clas-
sifications, regulations, and 1996 races
(pp. 13-15).

"Pedeluxe" cyclecar
Michael Eliasohn discovered an ar-

ticle about a 1920s British HPV by Sid-
ney Whitehead. Eliasohn found that
Whitehead is still very much alive, and
they worked together on the version of
the article given here, with an intro-
duction by Eliasohn that puts it into
context (pp. 15-16).

Greenspeed tyre testing
"Greenspeed" is the name Ian Sims

gives to his range of environmentally
friendly HPVs. In the course of devel-
oping these in Australia he carried out
some simple but valid tests on the
Human Power vol.12 no.3 1996, p.2

rolling resistance of tires (spelt "tyres"
in civilized countries). IIe produced a
table in which he gives the rolling
losses of an extraordinary number of
tires for several inflation pressures (pp.
17-18).

Wing sails for practical HPVs
Peter Sharp continues his cam-

paign to bring us out of our shuttered
thinking, especially with regard to us-
ing the wind, normally regarded as a
bane to bicycling, for its potential
benefit. It is one of those concepts
that call be a little frightening until its
advantages and disadvantages are
squarely faced (pp. 19-20).

Human-powered aircraft for sport
Chris Roper reports on a confer-

ence at the Royal Aeronautical Society,
London, on the possibilities of develop-
ing a sport around human-powered
aircraft. A new Kremer prize is aimed
at encouraging developments in that
direction (p. 22).

Reviews
"The American bicycle" is "the

first-ever color history of the American
bicycle industry" and is given a favor-
able review by Michael Eiiasohn (p.
16).

Oliver Zechlin has put around
2000 color photos of HPVs along with
much other HPV-related information
on a CD-ROM. Your editor comments
happily on his first hour of viewing (p.
16).

Helmut Walle reviews a 1984 bool
on building fiberglass boats that he be-
lieves would give useful guidance to
HPV constructors (p. 18).

Doug Milliken reviews a book that
your first IHPVA president, Allan Ab-
bott, and your editor worked on
"Human-powered vehicles" (p. 21).

Editorials
This section is, for this issue, a

broad survey of the range of high-
quality publications now covering non-
traditional HPVs (p. 23).

Dave Wilso,
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the lack of a body
Fixed Sprockets surrounding the oc-

Figure 5 Diagram of the Animas d

drive chains going to fixed sprockets
on the rear wheels. This arrangement
allows either wheel to overrun the
other and still drive both rear wheels
without wheel spin in the event of loss
of traction to one wheel. The use of
two separate input freewheels allows
dual cadence from independent selec-
tion of gearing by each rider. The
ability to start or stop at will without
the coordination of the other rider in-
creases the effectiveness of the rider's
production of power, similar to having
two separate engines in different gears
on the same vehicle. One rider may
carry the load as the other gears
down, lessening the chance of bogging
down to a stop in an unmanageable
gear. The availability of 21 speeds (3
x 7) for each side is given further
range with a 3-speed "overdrive" on
one of the output freewheels. The
overdrive is used to propel the vehicle
in one-wheel-drive for road speeds.
This additional gearing affects both
riders and is enabled by a separate de-
railleur. As the speeds increase in an
overdrive gear, the opposite side's
single-speed sprocket simply overruns
through the output freewheel.

USE AND OPERATION
First impressions during riding the

Animas QC are somewhat contradic-
tory because the elements of bicycle
and automobile travel combine. New
riders expect to lean into turns and in-
stead feel the opposite take place. At
the same time, automotive experience
says that it is more car-like except for

cupants. Once ac-
customed to the
new paradigm, con-
fidence ill one's abil-
ity to pitch from
side to side without
approaching roll-
over builds. Then

I traversing otherwise
dangerous (or for-
merly impossible)
obstacles becomes
more and more
natural. Curbs,rive train
stairways, and rock
impacts are soaked

up by the long-wheel-travel suspen-
sion and many first-time riders repeat-
edly look back to verify what passed
below. Long rides require more leg
energy than most ordinary bicycles be-
cause of the greater mass and frontal
area, but most riders report that they
are compensated by the more comfort-
able seating, the ability to stop pedal-
ing without dismounting, and lower
loading of the knees and spine. The
latter becomes more apparent when
the terrain approaches the highly tech-
nical type of mountain-bike riding.
Large drops of several feet are not dif-
ficult once the pilots grow confident of
their vehicle and their own ability to
shift weight to ease the impact. Main-
taining momentum when terrain
changes to soft sand or rock fields is
the forte of the Animas QC, with its
high-efficiency suspended chassis and
flexible drive train.

Testing of the Animas '96 has been
going on for two months and for 200
hours of severe use on rocky riverbeds
with water as high as 450mm (18 in.)
as well as sand and brush. On the
road, a top speed of 40 km/h (25
mph) is possible for bursts, and 18-23
km/h (11-14 mph) average cruising
speed.

CONCLUSION
The Animlas QC is an HPV designed

for off-road travel with two persons
and tip to 45 kg (100 lb) of payload.
The inherent stability of four wheels
allows a margin of safety that is not
possible with two- or three-wheeled

vehicles. The use of widely available
cycle and aerospace components gives
excellent durability and ease of servic-
ing or repair. Both recreation and
utilitarian markets are potential users
of this new technology.

SUMMARY SPECIFICATIONS OF
THE ANIMAS QC
Weight 56.7 kg (125 lb)

with motorcycle tires in rear
Width - 1.32 m (52 in.)
Capacity - 199 kg (440 Ib) with

30% overload margin +
57 lkg (125 lb)
= 256 kg GVW (565 lb)

Wheelbase - 1.65 m (65 in.)
Length - 2.26 m (89 in.)

REFERENCES
Gross, A.C., Kyle,C.R., & Malewicki,
D.J., The Aerodynamics of Human-
Powered Land Vehicles, Scientific
American, pp. 142-152, December
1983.
Wilson, D. G. 1970. Human-powered
space transportation. Galileo
?Volume?:20-26.
Fisher, Daniel G. JS Patent No.
5,326,121; July 5th 1994; Human-
Powered Four-Wheel On/Off-Road Ve-
hicle; Tucson Az. (This patent
covers various aspects of the suspen-
sion and drive train.)

D. Greg Fisher, 4932 E. 3rd St.
Tucson, AZ 85711-1258
Dwight S. Fisher, 7216 Bentley Circle
Raleigh, NC 27604

D. Greg Fisher has been designing,
building, and riding HPVs for more
than 10 years. Dwight S. Fisher is his
brother, an avid cyclist, and designer of
the Animas WWW marerial.
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battery charging, doubling or tripling
these range numbers is a routine, daily
event. I use ordinary electrical outlets,
drawing about one penny's worth of
electricity per hour. (A strategic "bat-
tery stash" for quick battery changeout
can be used for yet another instant
doubling.) But hang on, it gets better!

CALCULATED RANGE
I decided to see if I could file a pat-

ent on the design, and calculated
some theoretical range values for this
system. To my surprise, I started get-
ting calculated range values at speeds
of 32-40 km/h of 200 km, or 800 km,
or 18,000 km - very strange! What's
going on here? Oh, of course! With
good aerodynamics and a speed of un-
der 32 km/h, human power alone can
sustain the speed. With a motor-assist
current of zero, the "powered range"
value at that speed is unlimited.
Hmmm... How can one talk intelli-
gently about the "range" of an electric-
assist bicycle since the answer is al-
ways "unlimited" below a certain
speed? The key is always to specify
the speed at which the range is
measured.

The physics of aerodynamics tells
us that a vehicle speed increase of 2x
causes a drag increase of 4x, and a
power increase (force times distance)
of 8x. The result of a 2x speed in-
crease is a net range reduction (as-
suming finite fuel) of 4x. Range values
are thus meaningless unless speeds
are also specified. Anybody who
quotes range values without specifying
the measured speed is simply blowing
smoke.

Aerodynamic drag at a given speed
is directly proportional to the CA, or
"effective frontal area" for that vehicle.
Here are several typical values for C.A
in m2 .

Upright bicycle
Racing bicycle, full crouch
Semi-streamline recumbent

(such as my prototype)
World-class streamlined HPV
Gold Rush HPV former

speed champion

0.5
0.25

0.125
0.06

0.04

Let us compare two vehicles, iden-
tical in all respects except that one has
a 2x aerodynamic improvement over
the other, i.e. half the aerodynamic
drag at any given speed. With no
change in speed, the total power re-
quirement will be reduced by 2x.
How much will this 2x aero

Kilometers
Miles
200

300--

150 250-_

Range-
100

150-_

100-_
50

50_
40 
30 
20 0 10 _

improvement improve the range of the
second vehicle? (The aero improve-
ment can generally be used either to
increase the range at a given speed, or
can be used to increase the available
top speed. But the possible speed in-
crease is proportional only to the cube
root of 2, i.e. 1.26, or a 26% speed
increase.)

For simplicity, this analysis will
keep the vehicle speeds constant and
focus on the range improvement at
that given speed. Let's calculate the
range improvement for several varia-
tions of bicycles/HPVs, electric vehi-
cles, and human-electric hybrid
vehicles. We will specify 30 watts of
rolling resistance at 32 km/h in all
cases.

BICYCLE or HPV
Range is unbounded in all cases,

but aero improvement can either re-
duce the athletic level required or can
yield a small speed increase.

For an ordinary upright bicycle (0.5
m2 effective frontal area) at 32
km/h, the power is (210+30)=240
watts, giving an "unlimited" range
with a strong athlete [limited, of
course, by the need for food and
sleep- ed].

For 2x aerodynamic improvement, e.g.
a racing bicycle with full crouch, the
power is (105 + 30) = 135 watts, giv-
ing unlimited range with a "regular"
athlete.

Electric Bicycle
Range At Various Speeds

(no pedalling)

0 0.1 0.2 0.3
s0.05 0.15 Racing Bike

World- My -or-
class recumbent Bare Recumbent

recumbent

(Assuming 200 watt-hr
total available energy,
i.e. 20 kg lead-acid
battery @ 60%
discharge efficiency,
50% motor efficiency)

Range a 24 k/hour (15 MPH

Range at 32 km/hour (2 M H)

Range at 
4
8 km/hour (30 MPH)

I l l I I II

0.4 0.5 0.6
Upright
bicycle

For a 4x improvement (0.125 m2) e.g.
semi-streamlined recumbent, the
power required is (52 + 30) = 82
watts, allowing unlimited range by
a non-athlete.

ELECTRIC VEHICLE
Let us specify 20 kg of batteries, for

350 (20x35x0.5) watt-hours of net ca-
pacity. (Then reduce by discharge ef-
ficiency which varies from 60% to
95%, depending on discharge rate.)
See figures 1 and 2. Each 2x aero im-
provement applied
to an electric vehicle (without human
power) will generally cause a range
improvement of a full 2x. (The
constant-rolling-resistance factor tends
to be offset by the improved discharge
efficiency at slower discharge rates.)

For an ordinary upright bicycle (0.5
sq. meters) at the chosen speed of 32
km/h and a battery efficiency of 60%:
power=240 (210+30) watts;
battery life= 0.88 hours; and
range=28 km.

For a 2x aero improvement (0.25 m2)
e.g. racing bicycle, full crouch:
power= 135 (105+30) watts;
battery efficiency= 70%;
battery life= 1.81 hours; and
range=58 km.

For a 4x aero improvement (0.125m')
e.g. semi-streamlined recumbent:
power=82 (52+30) watts;
battery efficiency= 80%;

Human Power vol.12 no.3, P.8

Effective Frontal Area (sq. meters)
Figure 1 Power required to maintain various speeds as a function of vehicle

aerodynamics
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-300
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-200 Range
(km)
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available
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-50
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Figure 3 Hybrid human-electric vehicle range with 200 W-h of net battery enerv

and 7.5 watts of human power

acceleration, boosts the top speed, and
greatly extends the range (to arbitrary
distances at slower speeds). A quick
burst of pedalling boosts the speed
from 40 km/h to 50+ km/h. Even af-
ter pedalling stops, the electric motor
maintains that higher speed for a long
time (taking 30-60 seconds to slow
back down to 40 km/hour).

The vehicle thus entices, encour-
ages and rewards even small amounts
of pedalling, while never requiring it.
It is the perfect vehicle for "couch po-
tatoes", who never want to exercise
but could really benefit if they could
be induced or tricked into a few pedal-
strokes here and there.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
, Why not just use streamlining to
sustain 32 km/h with human power
alone? Why bother with the batteries
and electric motor? My answers:
1) human power plus streamlillng
gets you to 32 km/hour oil level
ground, but to achieve 40-50 + km/h
requires electric assistance;
2) streamlining alone is of little or no
help on hills or for starting accelcra-
tion, and instead is a weight penalty in
those cases; and
3) the motor allows the flexibility of
either pedalling or resting.

- Why not add a gasoline motor in-
stead? My answer: conventional mo-
torcycles serve a useful niche and are
already well-developed. Electric-assist
bicycles are cleaner, quieter and
lighter than motorcycles or mopeds,
and thus can be taken places (bike
paths, nature trails, some buses,
trains, living rooms) which are inac-
cessible to other motor vehicles.

, Aren't hybrid human-electric vehi-
cles supposed to be 75 watts (1/10
horsepower) maximum, and at least
50% human powered? My answer:
this argument seems to be based on
philosophy rather than on real engi-
neering. Since it is feasible to carry
up to 800 watt-hours of battery
power, a power restriction to 75 watts
is unnecessary. I have thus ignored
this "standard" recommendation.

- Issnlt it best to couple the electric
motor to the pedals? Shouldn't the de-
sign require some minimum human
power (referred to by P. Ernst as the
"No Potatoes, No Dessert" principle)?
My answer: this is certainly a simple
and appealing user-interface design.
However, in order to solve the electric
"range problem", it is necessary to
maximize the efficiency of all available
power sources. Electric power is most
efficient by using a smaller lightweight

motor, continuously running at an effi-
cient power level. Ifuman power, on
the other hand, works quite nicely in
"burst mode", i.e. infrequent high-
power bursts with rest intervals of
very low effort in between. Everyday
use requires some of both, but the
best mix is electric -- continuous, hu-
man=intermittent - not the other way
around. A fixed coupling makes both
power sources less efficient.

- Isn't it best to restrict the motor to
occasional use, i.e. hill-climbing? My
answer: this means you have to carry
extra unused weight on level ground.
It is more fun to go fast, especially on
level ground! 1 obtain good results by
rumling the motor full-time and re-
stricting my nluscle-power to occa-
sional use. And using the motor on
level ground gives quite a nice speed
capability faster than any other
bicycle.

Should this be categorized as an
AHPV, an EAHPV, or a HAEPV
(htlman-assist electric-powered vehi-
cle)? How should this be classified for
racing? How much battery should be
allowed? What about regenerative
brakes, etc.? My answer: I am more
concerned with usefulness than re-
cords. But for the die-hard racing
crowd, I propose a new category of
"practical vehicle" race, called the
"crowded cross-town errand test". Set
up the test as one or several simple
trips across town (10-100 kin) to pick
up and return a bag of groceries. No
special routes or traffic restrictions,
and no vehicle restrictions whatsoever
(except for possibly disallowing the
use of gasoline) - just get there and
back on ordinary city streets in typical
stop-and-go traffic. If you think your
regenerative brakes, etc. will justify
the extra weight, fine. If you think
that solar panels will help, fine. A
several-hour or overnight battery
charge before the race should be al-
lowed as well. (I'll admit to a bias
here. The basic vehicle described here
would have a good chance to win such
a race against *all* non-gasoline vehi-
cles. And with heavy traffic, it would
probably beat out an ordinary car as
well!)

Human Power vol.12 no.3, p.10
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impractical. Aerodynamic improve-
ments yield exaggerated, non-linear
improvements to the total range avail-
able at any speed.

Finally, try to follow local laws re-
garding high-speed electric bikes (if
you succeed in determining just what
they are - not a trivial task). Other-
wise, just do whatever seems safe and
friendly. Smile and/or wave as you
pass all the sweating bicyclists and
backed-up cars.

COURTESY NOTICE
My patent application has been

filed. If my claims are allowed, I in-
tend to license this design to all inter-
ested parties for a reasonable fee. (If
this design is successful and gets pro-
duced by the millions, I intend to get
my fair share of the profits.) Anyone
can experiment on her/his own for
free, of course. I will be happy to
share my knowledge and provide de-
sign advice to anyone who asks. But if
you decide to start selling vehicles us-
ing this design, come and talk to me
first. My goal is to encourage, not re-
strict, the widespread use of human-
electric hybrid vehicles. I firmly be-
lieve that this design approach is the
answer to the long-standing puzzle -
how to build a practical electric
vehicle.

SUMMARY
Electric cars are still struggling with

the problem of limited range. Every-
one believes that advanced battery
technology and advanced vehicle de-
sign are necessary to enable practical
electric transportation. Electric bicy-
cles have been tried repeatedly, but
previous designs missed the mark.
Previous electric bicycles could not
achieve sufficient range to be practi-
cal, because their poor aerodynamics
wasted the limited battery energy.

A streamlined recumbent bicycle,
fitted with an electric motor, goes fast
enough and far enough to become a
realistic replacement for the conven-
tional automobile in the majority
of trip situations. A typical family,
with a single automobile and one or
several electric recumbents, will not
only gain greater mobility for less cost.
It will also be helping to reduce

dramatically both energy consumption
and air pollution - so we can all
breathe easier.

Michael Saari saariC@aol.com
MIKE'S eBIKES (415) 493-7633
2270 Yale St., Palo Alto, CA 94306

Mike Saari escaped friom Caltech in
1977 with a BS in Engitneering . Since
then e has worked in computer hi-
tech, doing VLSI chip design, video-
garine design, home robotics develop-
ment and various software projects. He
has been on a long-telrn (self-financed)
sabbatical since December, 1993 to pur-
sue two hobbies/passions. One passioe passion
is a systematic study to revolutionize
group decision-making, including sensi-
ble voling methods, a practical replace-
mentfor Robert's Rules of Order which
works equally well for any group size,
and a resolution of the famous "Arrow's
Paradox" of voting. t-is other
hobby/passion is aerodynamic recumn-
bent electric bicycles. lie now has three
working electric hikes in his garage and
conducts test rides on demand. His car
has been non-ifunctional since May,
1995.

Lelystad report
by Wouter Suverkropp

(reproduced with permission from
hpv)sonoina. edut)

I went to the 'world information
day' in Lelystad to start my mini-tour
in Europe. On the way a chap on a
very neat, compact low bike pulled tip
next to me. We rode the last 50 km to
Lelystad together. He turned out to

be the director of Fiets magazine
(equivalent to Bicycling in the US), just
returning from a bicycling vacation in
Ethiopia!

The main building was inside the
criterium circuit. Many IPVs were
parked outside, some home-built,
some commercial.

There was a French gentleman of
73 on his HPV, built in 1950. It fea-
tured full suspension, intermediate
gears, and a wire-driven speedometer.
He was very enthusiastic and told us
he knew of more people with old
HPVs in France. One of the children
of frame-builder Meindert Valenteijn,
Joeri (6), was riding around on his
FWD 1F2R middle-steering trike.

I saw also quite a few tandems.
The M5 (rear suspension), the new
Challenge (full suspension, 3900
guilders), and Ostrad back-to-back
with super suspension, a Ryan, and a
Rotator. To my surprise, only Chal-
lenge was well represented in the in-
formation hall. It had a full-colour
attractive and informative brochure.
Kingcycle showed its K3 and Beano.

The biggest recumbent shop in the
Netherlands, de Liggende I-lollander,
had a test area. -Iere you could ask
for a ticket, after which you could ride
a Challenge Cirrus, an M5, an M5
hanld-power trike, a Flevo Amigo and
other machines. The shop also organ-
izes recumbent-cycling vacations. Its
display was very popular with people
of all ages.

Many of the machines in Lelystad
featured suspension. Mostly, front
suspension was implemented using
20-in. forks from companies like Rock
Shocks, RST, Rondt, etc. There were
also home-brew constructions. On
SWB tandems front suspension is al-
most mandatory in the interests of
safety. Rear suspension was usually
made using a pivoted rear fork and a
polymer or oil-spring damper. I sus-
pect that these are from mountain
bikes, although they look like minia-
ture car dampers (shocks). This type
of damping results in a light construc-
tion and a plush ride, as on the Sinner
LWB, a fairly compact "Mochet-like"
bike.

The criterium finals in the after-
noon were spectacular, with machines
zipping past at incredible speeds. It
was won by a Bendtsen, a beautiful
fully faired cleverly designed suspen-
sion bike. Unfortunately it cost over
£3000.

Good sportsmanship was evident
in the races and at the prize ceremo-
nies. One hand-power rider from Ger-
many could not race as there were not
the minimum five participants in her
category. She builds her own vehicles
from a wheel-chair, and received a
prize for her achievements.

The organization of Marielle Bak-
ker and Sacha Knoop was an amazing
team effort, and almost everything
went smoothly. It was a great day,
and I really enjoyed being there.
Wouter SuverkroppC@jet. ik
(Wouter Suverkropp works in Britain.
He has offered to translate summaries
of occasional articles from hpv nieuws,
the super Human Power of the Nether-
lands. Thanks, Wouter! - Dave Wilson)
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suitable electric bicycle batteries, com
paring the now available nickel-meta!-
hydride (40 Wh/kg now, tip to 80
later) and future lithiumn-ion (100
Wh/kg) and lithium-polymer (up to
200 Wh/kg) batteries. Such batteries
will permit present electric bikes to
achieve a range of 80 km with a 6-kg
battery pack.

Karl Lexow of Varta Batteries pre-
sented the case for standardised Ni-
Cad battery packs. Varta's I 0/RSH 7 is
a 12-V battery with 7- to 8-Ah capac-
ity weighing 2.4 kg (uses 10 F-cells 
lengthend D-cells).

Uwe Tischer of Heinzirann Mo-
tors, Schoenau, Black Forest, pre-
sented Ieinzmann's new
wheel-integrated hub motor (standard
36 V, 270 W) with built-in 22:1 reduc-
tion gear. The efficiency is given as
70%, peaking at 77% at 150 rpm. A
24-V version is also available.

Michael Kutter presented his sys-
tem of additive planetary gearing used
in the Velocity (see elsewhere this is-
sue) which permits a wide speed
range with no gear shifts and allows a
fixed-speed motor to work at full
power both on hills and at high speed.

Ingold Schaefer, coordinator of the
basic-kit class (see below), discusses
Image-Perception Shilft due to Extra
Energy races. Power-assisted bikes are
considered a young new product, eco-
logical and forward-looking with a
positive image. The product is easily
presented and identified within a
global process. Such vehicles could be-
come widespread within a few years,
certainly much faster than larger solar
vehicles. The Extra Energy events are

likely to augment the
market forces
considerably.

A panel discussion on
legal requirements fol
lowed. These are differ-
ent in every country and
are regarded as stifling
innovation by being
unduly
restrictive in mIlosl places.
On the other hand some
countries, e.g.
Switzerland, are planning
nlew vehicle classes of the
type under consideration.

Freider Herb of the
Technical Ulniversity Ber-

lin resented a mathematical model
for dimensioning vehicle batteries
with numerous examples.

Stefan Kilger presented the Car-
bike, a four-wheeler for two persons
+ luggage with sufficient motorisation
to drive cml\tably at 25-30 kml/h.
Because of the lightweight construc-
tion and pedal drive drivers are con-
tent with this speed, thus increasing
safety for all road users in comparison
to automobiles. In contrast to the
more powerful Twike, Carbike is seen
as an urban vehicle which can be pro-
duced more cheaply.

Prof. Eberhardt Scharnowski of
the School of Art and l)esign, Halle,
Burg Giebichenstein, gave a concise
account for the reasons alternative ve-
hicle concepts have not become popu-
lar. The School's answer is the vehicle
project Half (Hallsches Leicht-
fahrzeug) under the formula 1/3 so-
lar, 1/3 muscular, 1/3 battery. This
allows a combination of performance
and a design proclaiming a modern
sporting ecological image likely to be
popular.

Extra-energy races, 1996
The following solar cycle races are

to take place on four continents, the
idea being that participants can go to
the nearest one and not all four:
May 1996, Golden, [ISA
June 1996, Nuremrnberg, Europe
July 1996, Akita, Japan
November 1996 Adelaide, Austr;:alia
(with the World Solar Challeng,
3000 km !)

Two classes have been decided
upon.

1. Up to 100 young persons between
15- and 20-years old on each conti-
nent may receive gratis identical solar
basic kit components including a
drive, a battery, and a solar generator.
There do not appear to be any other
rules for the Solar Basic Kit class other
than an effective human-power drive.

2. The open class has two rules in or-
der to exclude solar cars or electric
bikes without autonomous charging
capability: the solar generator must
fit within a virtual box of 0.5 x 0.5 x
1.0 in, and the battery llmust weigh
less than 20 kg.

Extra-Energy race-information
packs (in German) including the expo-
sition catalog and a PAL video of the
1995 race in Japan are available for a
fee from:

Umweltexploratorium Frankfurt e.V.
Pro jekt Extra Energy
Eisenbornerstrasse 2
D-65929 Frankfurt am Main
Fax 069 3087334

Similar information in English
should be available from World Solar
Challange in Australia and World So-
lar Rallye in Akita, Japan.

Thleo Schmlidt <tscl midt @mus. chl 
(Theo Schmidt is Thuman Power's asso-
ciate editor for Europe and a prolific
designer-e.rperimenter.)

Propeller-design program
Theodor Schmidt

'Theo Schmidt's program
PROPSIMS (c), expanded by Chris-
tian Meyer, runs on Microsoft Quick
Basic on the 'PC. It uses a Clark Y
blade profile at optimum lift distribu-
tion (minimum induced drag). "The
program may be used to get a desired
prop by trial and error."

'Theo has sent me a copy on a disk-
ette. Hie is willing to have IIIPVA
members copy it for their own use
(not, obviously, for sale). If you want
it and live closer to me in Massachu-
setts than to Theo in Switzerland,
write to me and I'll find the costs of
copying and mailing a diskette. It's
possible that I could send it by email.
Dave Wilson: dgwilson@mit.edu
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The wheels were 26"x1", with Dun-
lop "Roadster" tires. There was a nor-
mal Sturmey-Archer three-speed hub.
The very long chain had a jockey pul-
ley to maintain tension.

Steering was by car-type steering
wheel. The actual steering mecha-
nism was by bobbin worm and steel
cable to the stub axles. The mud-
guards were attached to the stub ax-
les, so moved as the wheels were
turned. By undoing two wingnuts, the
wheel assemblies would fold close to
the body for going through a doorway
[an idea modem tricycle builders
might adopt - Eliasohn]

The original braking was by two
separate roadster-type brakes operat-
ing on the rear wheel. ["Roadster"
was used to mean "heavy-duty",
whereas "sports" meant "lightweight" -
ed.]. One was operated by a car-type
ratchet lever, necessary for parking.
The other was by foot, using one's
heel, which was just about possible
with one's foot still on the pedal.

Everything was assembled with "O
B.A." [6-mm, about 0.25" - ed] nuts
and bolts, my first encounter with this
strange size.

The body was all-aluminum, with a
car-type door. The front opened to re-
veal quite a commodious parcel space,
this being over one's legs and feet.

There was a fully opening wind-
screen. This was just as well, for the
screen was made of Celluloid and
soon became yellow. I fitted a
Bowden-cable hand-operated screen
wiper. There was a proper car-style
hood [top], for when it rained.

Most folks seem to think riding a
(conventional) tricycle draws atten-
tion. They should have trundled a
Pedeluxe. It virtually stopped the
world and his wife. After this, riding
my first real tricycle seemed quite
tame.

[For the unknowing, the Tricycle
Association is a British organization.
Most of its members ride "real" tricy-
cles, conventional upright cycles ex-
cept for having two wheels in the rear.
Most have diamond frames, 27-inch or
700c wheels and derailleur gears.
Such tricycles are used for racing and
touring: Eliasohn].

Michael Eliasohn, 2708 Lake Shore Dr.,
St. Joseph, MI 49085, USA

(Michael Eliasohn is a long-time sup-
porter of HPV activities in Michigan, a
newspaper reporter, and a frequent con-
tributor to Human Power.)

BOOK REVIEW

THE AMERICAN BICYCLE
by Jay Pridmore and Jim Hurd
Reviewed by Michael Eliasohn

HPVers who believe the only way
to pedal is horizontally can skip this
book, and perhaps so can non-
Americans, but for anyone else who
has a general interest in the develop-
ment of the bicycle, The American Bi-
cycle is highly recommended.

The Classic Motorbooks catalog de-
scribes it as, "The first-ever color his-
tory of the American bicycle industry,
from the early high-wheelers of yes-
terday to today's high-tech, light-
weight wonders." (The publisher,
Motorbooks International, is a sister
company.)

The description is accurate. The
only black-and-white photos are old
ones. The majority of photos are in
color, with most of them showing bi-
cycles on display at the Bicycle Mu-
seum of America in Chicago.
Co-author Hurd is co-founder and cu-
rator of the museum.

The book starts with the origins of
the bicycle in Europe and the United
States, from the wood boneshakers to
high-wheelers to the development of
the safety bicycle. There are photos of
many interesting cycles, some of
which must have been VERY difficult
to pedal.

Included is the early history of or-
ganized cycling in the U.S., including
the League of American Wheelman,
now the League of American
Bicyclists.

A very interesting chapter is, "Bicy-
cle Racers: America's Early Sports He-
roes," America's passion for bicycle
racing as a spectator sport having
lasted until the 1920s or so.

American bicycle manufacturers are
reviving what these days are called
"cruisers," fat-tired upright bikes with
curved-tube frames. Such bikes made
their debut in the 1930s and many fas-
cinating examples are shown, along
with a history of the Schwinn Bicycle
Company. Some interesting tidbits:
Schwinn manufactured motorcycles
from 1911-31 and Evinrude, the
outboard-motor manufacturer, pro-
duced a very stylish balloon-tire bicy-
cle in 1937, complete with rear
suspension.

The origins of other interesting bi-
cycle "phenomena" are also traced:
10-speeds, banana-seat kids bikes,
BMX and, of course, mountain bikes.
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Some of the early mountain-biking
photos are very interesting.

Many general-topic bicycling books
published in the U.S. still ignore re-
cumbents or give them a very brief
mention, so it's gratifying that Prid-
more and Hurd devote 6-1/2 pages to
the topic. However, what's included is
disappointing. Of the five photos,
three show ATP Vision recumbents
(long- and short-wheelbase versions)
and the other two show the Easy
Racer Gold Rush streamliner and the
Easy Gold Rush Replica with Zzipper
and fabric fairing

The history is confined to the ban-
ning of recumbents from competition
in the 1930s, the formation of the IH-
PVA and the efforts of Gardner Martin
and Fred Markham of Easy Racers to
win the DuPont prize for the first HPV
to reach 65 mph. There's no mention
that the record has since been
exceeded.

A more glaring omission is no men-
tion or photo of the Avatar. It and the
Easy Racer were the pioneer manufac-
tured recumbents in the U.S. around
1980.

The American Bicycle, $29.95, is
available at bookstores or from Classic
Motorbooks, Osceola, Wis.,
1-800-826-6600.

CD-ROM review
Oliver Zechlin's HPVs

Dave Wilson
This CD-ROM, in ISO 9660 format,

is a cornucopia of HPV data, almost
600 MB according to Oliver Zechlin,
the enthusiast who has put it together.
His note to the IHPVA mailing list
stated that we can expect about 2000
HPV-related JPG files (color photos);
some movies (not playable on all com-
puters); a 94/95 HPV digest archive;
FAQs (frequently asked questions);
and WWW pages. I've managed to
look at about 40 of the photos in the
last hours before this issue of HP must
be completed, so that I cannot pretend
that this is a true review. What I saw
in this small sample was like a slide
show of interesting vehicles at various
meetings. The photos were generally
of high quality and enabled one to
study design details and to be im-
pressed with the ingenuity and crea-
tivity that is springing forth in our
movement.

It is $30 or £18 including shipping
from Oliver Zechlin, Weimarer Str. 6,
D-90491 NUERNBERG, Germany
Email: OZ@oz.msn.sub.org



GREENSPEED TYRE TESTING

by lan Sims

Having reduced the frontal area of
our HPVs by reclining the rider, im-
proving the shape with fairings, and
improving hill climbing by weight re-
duction, the next item on the agenda
in our search for a 60-kph sporting,
touring, commuting, shopping, pedal-
powered machine must be rolling
resistance!

HPVs often tend to use smaller
wheels than conventional bikes for a
variety of reasons. Sometimes smaller
wheels are used for space reasons;
sometimes to give a stronger wheel in
side loading, e.g. trikes; sometimes
for lightness. Long and loud are the
discussions as to which are better - big
wheels or small wheels!

Conventional wisdom is that large
wheels roll better. In fact one could
imagine that a large wheel would cope
better with bumps and probably roll
easier than a small wheel. On the
other hand there is no denying the
fact that a large wheel will cause more
air drag than a small one. One Christ-
mas a couple of years ago the question
in the Sims household became "How
much difference is there in the rolling
resistance of large wheels and small
wheels?", as we contemplated the de-
sign of our next vehicle for 1993 HPV
Challenge.

Now some time ago, I had noted
there was a lack of reliable data on
rolling resistance of different tyres,
and after trying a number of road tests
to measure rolling resistance I could
see why. There were just too many
variables - e.g. rider position, road
speed, wind velocity, gradient, vehicle
set-up etc, etc.. So I had decided that
a lab. test was the only way to go, and
had managed to half-build a tyre-
testing machine before the demand for
trikes put a stop to it. Now the ques-
tion seemed more important than
more trikes!

THE MACHINE
Power is absorbed as the tyre flexes

in contact with the road, so I had in-
tended to simply run the tyres, loaded,
on a roller or drum. I contemplated
using a very large roller to simulate
the road, but that was going to be dif-
ficult to drive without power losses,
and expensive. Likewise driving the

wheel would involve losses. I decided
to use a 4.5" diameter roller as it
could be direct drive from a motor I
had, and the relatively small diameter
would accentuate the differences be-
tween tyres for me. So the 4.5"-
(114-mm-) diam. roller was mounted
directly on the output shaft of the mo-
tor, an ex-computer drive motor, ap-
prox. 20-volt D.C. and about 185
watts output (1/4 H.P.), for which I
had efficiency figures. It was mounted
on a bench, and an arm was built to
hold the wheels over the roller, with a
weight loading system designed to
press the wheel into the roller with a
force of 294 N (30 kgf, 66 lbf) -
equivalent to the tyre loading on our
trikes.

A pair of 12-volt batteries and an
ammeter accurate to 0.001 amp. com-
pleted the test rig (see drawing). A
number of wheels were built up on
Suzue sealed-bearing quick-release
hubs, and tyres were tested at a num-
ber of pressures (see table).

RESULTS
After allowances for motor effi-

ciency, the figures show the power ab-
sorbed by the tyre at a steady 30 kph.
it is immediately obvious how much
better they roll when pumped up
hard! Many tyres showing HALF the
resistance at 100 psi compared with
that at 30 psi! It amazes me the num-
ber of people I see riding on half-flat
tyres. They must enjoy the extra exer-
cise! Anybody know of a good 200-psi
hand pump?

Surprise, surprise! The SMALL-
diameter tyres roll BETTER that the
large ones! For instance, 20" slicks
absorbed 20 to 25 watts vs 32 watts
for two well-known 26" slicks!

I mentioned this to a Moulton man
- no surprise! He showed me a paper
by Alex Moulton. In trying to find out
why his bikes were faster that ordi-
nary racers, he did some careful tests
inside an aircraft hanger and found
that with the same tyre construction,
section size, and pressure, 17" wheels
rolled 6% BETTER than 27" wheels!
Unfortunately he was unable to ac-
count for the difference, and I think a
number of people did not believe the
results. The reaction of the bike rac-
ing body was as you might expect -
they banned them!

There are three possible explana-
tions that I can think of. One is that
with a smaller-diameter tyre there is
less air volume in it, thus it will allow
less deflection at the contact patch.
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Two, the smaller diameter means less
surface area for heat dissipation so it
runs hotter causing higher pressure
and easier flexing. Three, the contact
patch is more circular than the rather
oval contact patches on larger-
diameter wheels, and therefore, al-
though the area of the contact patch
should be the same with the same
pressure, the CIRCUMFERENCE of the
contact patch will be greater and the
loss will be larger with the oval shape
vs the more circular shape. Thus the
line where the flexing takes place will
be greater on the larger-diameter tyre,
hence more power absorption, just as
one can expect to get more absorption
with a thicker-walled tyre! The last
explanation has the most support from
other people, and seems the most
likely.

A greater surprise was the fact that
the 20" x 1-1/8" 100-PSI Road Lites I
got from the States at great expense
were not as good as the fat 20" x 1.75"
90-psi Tioga slicks we had been us-
ing!! Another case of the round vs the
oval? I guess I will have to do some
calculations to see if the Road Lite's
thinner profile and much lighter
weight make up for the deficiency in
rolling resistance - it is not obvious on
the road!

Another surprise was that the
cheap Taiwanese tyres performed bet-
ter than the Japanese, American, or
German tyres! And best of all was a
16" x 1.75" Indonesian knobby with
the knobs ground off!

We are, of course, testing pneu-
matic tyres on a smooth, hard surface.
Don't expect your mountain bike to go
better in the mud or sand with smaller
wheels! Even Moulton found his bikes
were slower in sand! I guess the
smaller-diameter tyre would sink
lower, causing more work to be done
displacing sand.

So there we have it: not only are
we ahead on air resistance, strength,
and light weight with small wheels,
but we are also in front with rolling
resistance!

[In response to a question from
your editor, all wheels except the 16"
wheels had 36 14-g spokes, and the
16" had 28. Also, the air drag of the
spokes is very small compared to the
rolling resistance, then the DIFFER-
ENCE in air drag between large and
small will also be small, so there will
NO significant interference in the roll-
ing resistance tests from spoke air
drag.]

·
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positions - with the wing sail rotated
around pivot A (the mast) to a posi-
tion approximately above either the
left or right rear wheel, whichever is
to windward. The rider rotates the
mast and support arms AB about 70
degrees, and thus swings the wing sail
to the windward side, over that rear
wheel. Then the rider locks the ori-
enting vane parallel with the support
arms CD. And finally, the rider then
activates the wing sail so as to create
its angle of attack, and aerodynamic
lift. Once activated, the orienting
vane would automatically maintain
the wing sail's angle of attack. This
variable sail positioning would pro-
vide the advantages of less turbu-
lence, a low center of pressure, and
more resistance to tipping. It would
also cause the resultant force vector
of the wing sail to point approxi-
mately through the center of gravity
of the rider, so as to minimize yaw.
(This relationship is similar to that
produced by the Bodisail.)

When the wing sail was in its neu-
tral, rearward position, the pivoting
arms AB, and CD, would be held
there by springs or bungee cords. But
the wing sail and the orienting vane
would be left free to rotate 360 de-
grees on their pivots C, and D, respec-
tively (at about 1/3 cord), and would
merely face into the wind, creating no
lift and minimal drag. Consequently,
the vehicle could be parked safely
without removing or lowering the
wing sail. In its neutral position, the
wing sail would help to smooth out
the air flow behind the rider, thus act-
ing as a rear fairing.

The rider would control the wing
sail with left and right control levers
mounted on the steering column.
Each lever would have 3 successive
positions: an "off' (neutral) position,
a "shift the wing sail to windward" po-
sition, and an "activation" position to
create the angle of attack of the wing
sail. Releasing the control lever
would first eliminate the angle of at-
tack of the wing sail, and its side pres-
sure. Springs would then return the
wing sail and the orienting vane to
their neutral, rearward positions.

For extra safety, a tension spring
would be used as part of the activa-
tion control cable so that the wing sail
could automatically dump excessive
wind pressures caused by strong gust-
ing. Land sailers (and catamarans)
tend to accelerate rather than tip,
when responding to wind gusts. But
HPVs would not always be able to

accelerate - as, for instance, when rid-
ing behind slow traffic, when braking,
or when climbing a steep gradient.
Consequently, they would need to be
able to dump excessive wind pres-
sures quickly and automatically. The
safety spring would permit the wing
sail to reduce its angle of attack in re-
sponse to excessive wind pressures,
thus dumping the energy of strong
gusts, so as to prevent the H-PV from
tipping if the rider failed to quickly
release the control lever. Even so, ex-
tra caution would be required on slip-
pery surfaces to avoid skidding
sideways.

An even smaller version of the
semiautomatic wing sail might be
combined with a standard or recum-
bent bicycle, and used for commuting
or road racing. A short mast could,
for instance, be fixed to the back of a
recumbent rider's seat, and the wing
sail controls could still be mounted on
the handlebar. An appropriate bicycle
would probably have a small rear
wheel in order to keep the wing sail
as low as possible, so that leaning
would not extend the top of the wing
sail too far to either side. Note that
the wing sail is counterbalanced by
the orienting vane, around pivot point
B. This is so that if the wing sail is
leaned to the side, as on a bicycle,
gravity will not inadvertently change
the angle of attack of the wing sail.

A smaller semiautomatic wing sail
could also be used on a tetracycle
(still only a concept). (A tetracycle is
essentially a cross between a bicycle
and a tricycle. The diamond wheel
configuration uses castored outrigger
wheels on outrigger arms that are
lowered independently by pulling
back on the same side handlebar, so
as to control lean independently from
steering.) However, on a tetracycle,
the wing sail must not be held upright
against strong winds by using the
down wind outrigger wheel. That is
because the front wheel and the down
wind outrigger wheel would create a
tipping axis. That tipping axis could
cause the rear wheel to lift enough to
slide sideways in response to strong
winds. For the same reason, land-
sailer tricycles do not use a tif (two in
front) wheel configuration. But rid-
den appropriately, a tetracycle would
let the rider lean into the wind like a
bicycle, while also providing protec-
tion against falls or swerves in re-
sponse to momentary instabilities
caused by the wind or other traffic.
In other words, a tetracycle could still
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track straight even if a sudden gust
tipped it away from the wind, since
steering and leaning could be con-
trolled independently.

In addition to a wing sail mounted
behind the rider of a tetracycle (or bi-
cycle), another small wing sail might
be mounted ahead of the front wheel.
It would function similarly, but would
not swing to windward. (For an illus-
tration of such a wing sail, which
would utilize "Weaver stabilization",
see my article, "An Aerodynamic Sta-
bilizer for Bicycles", HP, vol. 10, no.
. Spring-Sunlmer, 1992.) This front

wing sail would, it is assumed, auto-
matically tip the tetracycle and the
main wing sail into the wind in re-
sponse to gusts.

Caution!
Combining a wing sail with a nar-

row HPV is potentially dangerous, es-
pecially in traffic. Experimenters
should therefore start with very small
wing sails, no more than 0.2 sq.m.
(2.0 sq.ft.) and should acquire consid-
erable experience before advancing
(in small increments) to larger sizes.
Small experimental wing sails may be
made by gently folding a sheet of
plastic, such as polycarbonate, and
stapling or pop-riveting the trailing
edge. Other internal bracing can be
added as needed. The aspect ratio
(span divided by the width in the flow
direction or chord) should probably
be between 4 and 8, say 6.

My hope is that these concepts will
help to expand our idea of what HPVs
can be. For a dynamite 21st Century
I IPV, my current preference would be
a streamlined tetracycle equipped
with an accumulator and a wing sail.
May the Aeolian Force be with you.

Peter A. Sharp 2786 Bellaire Place,
Oakland, CA 94601 p.501-534-9540

Peter ,Shatp is an independent craftsmtan
andlt in Vtentor' tlll a fiequent conlrihltor
to Hlutlall Pwt'er.



Book review
Human-Powered Vehicles

Allan V. Abbott and
David Gordon Wilson (co-editors)

Human Kinetics, Box 5076
Champaign, IL 61825-5076 USA

800-747-4457(US) 217-351-5076
8-1/2 x 11 in., 288 pp.,

Hardbound, $45.00 lUSA price.
Reviewed by Doug Milliken

This book is long overdue. Finally,
there is a proper reference that covers
all aspects of human-powered vehicles
including HPV history, human per-
formance, design, vehicle perform-
ance, and even a bit of philosophy.
The book is a combination of new
work and revised/updated articles,
many originally printed in II-PVA pub-
lications. There has been a need for a
collection of the best articles from
"human Power" and "HPV News", and
this book more than fills the vacuum.

The editors really need no intro-
duction to the IHPVA audience -- Allan
Abbott was the first IHPVA president
and Dave Wilson also served in that
position. They have both been IHPVA
board members and long-time con-
tributors to the human-powered-
vehicle scene. As well as their own
writing, they have drawn on experts
from the HPV community to give cov-
erage from a variety of viewpoints.

The hook is broken down into five
major parts which cover most of the
over-twenty-year history of the IHPVA
and a lot of related material. Part one
starts with an introduction to the his-
torical uses of human power, then
moves to the physiology of human
power production and the biomechan-
ics of transferring human power to ve-
hicles. The middle three parts cover
history and engineering of the major
classes of HPVs -- water, land and air.
The final part collects some thoughts
on the future of human-powered vehi-
cles and ways that HPVs might be bet-
ter integrated into industrial society.

The book includes bibliographies
with each chapter and an overall in-
dex -- this will be the first place I'll
look when I need to refresh my mem-
ory on any aspect of IIPVs. Everything
from details of different drive-train
layouts to the difference between
aerobic and anaerobic exercise is cov-
ered. The book is illustrated with
about 180 high-quality line drawings
and photographs; especially neat are
the general-arrangement drawings of
a number of HP aircraft.

Human-Powered Vehicles is an ex-
cellent read and an excellent
reference/source book, even the mate-
rial that was first printed in "Human
Power" has been revised, corrected
and/or expanded. Don't whine about
the price, just get a copy -- you will
use it for a long time.

A complete listing of the chapters
and their authors follows.

Part 1: Human Power: An Introduction
Chapter 1 Human Power in Ihistory.
Chapter 2 The Human Engine.
Chapter 3 Htuman-Power Transfer to

Modern Vehicles.
(Chapters 1-3 are by
Abbott and Wilson.)

Part II: Watercraft
Chapter 4 Hunlan-Powered Water

craft
Abbott, Alec Brooks & Wilson.

Chapter 5 Rowing Shells
Edward Van Dusen.

Chapter 6 The 20-Knot HIuman-
Powered Watercraft
Alec Brooks.

Part III: Land Vehicles
Chapter 7 A History of Human-

Powered Land Vehicles and
Competitions
Chet Kyle.

Chapter 8 The Development of Mod
ern Recumbent Bicycles
Wilson with Gardner Martin.

Chapter 9 Lightning Progress: An
HPV Development Case
I istory
Tim Brummer.

Chapter 10 Bicycle Aerodynamics
Chet Kyle.

Chapter 11 Aerodynamics Versus
Weight
Dan Kirshner.

Chapter 12 Composite Materials
T. Scott Rowe.

Chapter 13 Drive-Train Design, and
Chapter 14 Steering Design

both y Rob Price.

Part IV: Aircraft
Chapter 16 History and Present

Status of Iluman-Powered
Flight
Chris Roper.

Chapter 17 Gossamer Aircraft and
Where They Lead
Paul MacCready.

Chapter 18 Conception and Optimi
zation of Human-Powered
Aircraft
Ernst Schoberl.
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Part V: The Future
Chapter 19 Potential for a Major In

crease in the Use of HPVs
Wilson.

Chapter 20 The Value and Future of
Human-Powered Vehicles
Paul MacCready.

Doug Milliken
fbd427@freenet. buffalo. edu l
245 Brompton Rd., Buffalo, NY 14221
USA
Tel: 716-632-6710 11000 - 2200 EST]
Fax: 716-633-9283 [24 hour,
auto-answer]

Editorial note: there's a risk of
conflict-of-interest in publishing a re-
view of a book co-edited and co-
authored by the journal editor. Two
people, unasked, offered to review the
hook: Doug Milliken offered first, and
I accepted. Allan Abbott originated
the idea of the book, and honored me
by asking for me to collaborate with
him. A large proportion, I believe half,
of any royalties from the sale of the
book are due to go to the IHPVA and
the remainder will be split among the
contributors and editors. One does
not write books like this to earn a liv-
ing. This is the eighth in which I have
collaborated with others or written
myself, Bicycling Science being far and
away the most successful. If I took the
total royalties received and divided
them by the total hours I spent work-
ing on them, the average pay would
be less than $1.00 per hour.

I wanted to let you know that you
were not in danger of becoming vic-
tims of a scam!

Dave Wilson

Spaceframe Moultons

Doug Milliken brought a few cop-
ies of Tony Hadland's book to the USA
from ritain and would be happy to
sell copies to individuals in the US
who want to avoid the overseas post-
age costs: his price is $35.00.

_



Human-powered aircraft for sport
Chris Roper, VP for Air, reports on a

London conference in Jan. 1988 at the
Royal Aeronautical Society

The late Henry Kremer maintained
the hope that IIPA would be able to
compete with one another in a sport-
ing event. Tile new Kremer competi-
tion is for a circuit in a fixed time
around a closed course. Nothing
new? Yes - there's a minimum-wind
stipulation. I eretofore I IPA have
nearly all:

operated mainly in still air;
,been unique prototype machines;

had prizes as the only financial
incentive for their creators:

often terminated their existence, or
at least been forced down, on
encountering a gust of wind of
magnitude that occurs in practice
several times a day (i.e. they have
not been weatherworthy); and

. been uncertificated.

For IIPF to be a sport, all these
must change.

All four speakers, and many of the
delegates to the conference, were HPA
pilots.

John Wimpenny, pilot of Puffin
(196 1), had studied available data on
gusts at the relevant altitudes, and
had made comparisons with the way
in which sailplanes, hang-gliders, and
projected HPA are affected by them.
lie had analysed the proportion of
population and proportion of days per
year vs. aircraft parameters when op-
eration would be possible, and pre-
sented his results. He said that this
might well be the last Kremer prize,
because any machine that could win
this competition could be put into pro-
duction and the financial aspects
would completely change. Also, once
HPF moves into the public domain
and is an everyday occurrence, certifi-
cation will become necessary.

Wayne Bliesner, who has flown
many HPA of his own creation, re-
ported that his Marathon Eagle had
rolled out and taxied. He has had to
adjust the ailerons and the tail-wheel
linkage. The Marathon Eagle is eligi-
ble for the Kremer Marathon competi-
tion. Winning of this competition

would open the way to HPF becoming
an Olympic-style sport.

Peer Frank, pilot of Pelargos, Mus-
culair, and others, presented a list of
past HPA contests. It is a short list:
six events in the last ten years, and on
no occasion has more than one tPA
left the ground at any of these. Each
year there are the Birdman Rallies in
Japan and Britain, in which take-off is
from a platform ten metres high. Peer
showed us a video of the 1985 Japa-
nese rally where a distance of 8 km
was flown from the ramp. The day
was exceptionally calm, and the team
had experience of the rally in many
previous years. Serious teams make
test-flights from level ground, but the
contest is from a pier over Lake Biwa.
Every machine is destroyed on coming
down into this fresh-water lake.

In both Japan and Britain there
are always deliberately comic en-
trants. Also there are those who in-
tend to cover distance but are just as
much a flop as are the comics.

The organiser of the British Bird-
man rallies said that there have been
few serious entries, hang-gliders at
best, in previous contests. He is plan-
ning steps to encourage machines of
greater wingspan that may cover
greater distances. Iiis rallies are held
from various town piers over the sea.

Peer Frank explained that for HPA
to fly safely in anly weather fronl level
ground considerable weight penalty
would be involved. He had analysed
the rate-of-climb that could be ex-
pected, along with gust loads and tor-
sional divergence. This latter will
become even more relevant if we hope
to fly faster, over a range of speeds, or
in a situation where we might pick up
speed in a dive.

Nick Weston, pilot of Airglow,
gave us preliminary results of the se-
ries of tests that the Airglow team are
conducting to measure drag. They
measure the pilot's output, and they
also have data on the plane's drag and
propeller thrust when it is driven by
an engine. Recently they have fitted a
wake traverse, which measures the lo-
cal air velocity at various points just
behind the wing. This can readily be
computed to give a total momentum
change. The assumption is that this

represents the bulk of the aircraft's
profile drag. The difference between
this and the concurrently measured to-
tal drag is therefore the induced drag.
I ence they hope to determine the ef-
fect of change of induced drag with
height.

Also, a test-section of Airglow
wing has been tested in a low-
turbulence wind tunnel in Cambridge,
UK. The behavior of the boundary
layer of DAE 1335, developed by Mark
I)rela for Daedalus, was observed to
be as anticipated.

What do we in the IHPVA want to
happen with regard to human-
powered aircraft for sport?

Which comes first: the events, the
machines, the rtles, or the people
with bright ideas?

If you think that you are anywhere
near an answer to these questions
please contact me.

Chris Roper, 19 Stirling Court, Tavis-
tock Street, London WC2E 7 NlU, UK
Phone from the US: 011 441 71 379
5611; FAX: 011 441 71 240 9816

Copies of the conference proceedings
may be ordered from tihe
Royal Aeronautical Society
4 Hamnilton Place, London WI VOBQ,
UK, price 10 + postage, presumably.
The entyforms and rules for the new
Kremer competition may also be ob-
tainedfrom the Roy. Aero. Soc.

Letters on this topic to Human Power
will also be welcomed.
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Editorials
A wealth of publications

Dave Wilson
Some time ago I jotted down a

note that I should write an editorial
glorying in the range of publications
that now cover our young movement.
This issue has also turned out to be
one in which there has been little
spare space for my reviews of some of
these publications, reviews that have
always been occasional, as space al-
lowed. Also, I have had to "bump"
some good articles to the next issue,
and I would have felt guilty telling the
authors that the work on which they
had devoted much toil had been de-
layed, while I kept to myself a full-
page "bully pulpit". Therefore, this
editorial page will be a review of our
"sister" publications (this term does
not imply anything more than friendly
association). I will, however, start
with the other principal publication of
the IHPVA.

HPV News
IHPVA members are all familiar

with HPV News, and no review by me
is needed. I want, however, to give
some background to our relative posi-
tions. At one time it was difficult to
tell the difference between Human
Power and HPV News. Current email
to the IHPVA mailing list confirms that
there is still a great deal of confusion.
The general guidelines are that HPV
News covers items of shorter-range in-
terest, such as the schedules of meet-
ings and races and their results, trip
and tour reports, shorter reports of ex-
periments and so forth, while Human
Power tries to limit itself to technical
pieces and reviews of longer-range in-
terest.

Marti Daily, former IHPVA presi-
dent, and the board of directors recog-
nized that most IHPVA members join
for the publications, and instituted a
more-frequent publication of HPV
News - up to twelve a year. The last
editor, Len Brunkalla threw himself
into this punishing schedule with en-
thusiasm. He may have been saved by
being elected president of the IHPVA:
many talented and dedicated former
editors have been burned out by the
demands of producing a major

publication to an exacting schedule
with little financial or human support.
Give these wonderful people all the
praise you can! Make the criticism en-
tirely positive! Work toward increas-
ing our membership from 2,000 to
10,000 so that we can afford a full-
time editor+ association manager.

HPV nieuws
The British Human Power Club

Other national associations have
their newsletters that often combine
the functions of HPV News and Hu-
man Power. (A proposal to the IHPVA
board coming from the Lelystad meet-
ing in the Netherlands last year is to
make the IHPVA the association of na-
tional HPV organizations, having no
individual memberships, and to pub-
lish Human Power as a truly interna-
tional journal, while each country or
district would have its own HPV asso-
ciation). The newsletter of the Neth-
erlands association is the most
polished, with a glossy cover photo-
graph, high-quality photos, graphics,
and layout inside, and attractive ad-
vertisements. I have prevailed upon
Ellen Wilson's knowledge of rudimen-
tary Flemish and my own rudimentary
German to review occasional articles,
and some authors have been kind
enough to translate their articles for
Human Power. Wouter Suverkropp
has recently courteously agreed to re-
view intriguing articles I send him.

The magazine of the British Hu-
man Power Club is almost at the other
extreme: very casual and chummy,
with valuable nuggets sprinkled
around. One feels sometimes when
reading it that one is in the kind of
small town where no one gives signals
from their vehicles because everyone
knows where everyone else is going.
Many entries in past issues have been
unsigned and unattributed and have
contained inside jokes that have made
me want a Wouter Suverkropp as a
translator. Under John Kingsbury's
editorship the publication is becoming
more professional without losing its
friendly face.

There are many other national and
local publications, but I don't receive
them: forgive me for not mentioning
them. If the German magazine "Tour"

is part of the HPV movement it is
highly professional. I have made a
long review of wind-tunnel tests it
commissioned - it will be in HP 12/4.

RCN: Recumbent Cyclist News
Bob Bryant started his publication

in association with the IHPVA, but
some problems, I know not what,
cropped up and Bob went on alone.
He kept his newspaper job and other
sidelines to make ends meet, but has
made enough of a success (but far
from a financial killing!) with RCN
that he and his wife Marilyn now work
more-than-full-time on it. He and oth-
ers carry out quite-demanding road
tests of HPVs and publish test reports -
seldom negative but one can read
what is omitted, rather as in reference
letters on students and former em-
ployees. The annual RCN Buyer's
Guide is a valuable showcase of the
amazing number and variety of HPVs
now available. RCN brings many con-
verts to our cause.
(RCN, POB 58755, Renton, WA 98058)

Bike Culture and Encycleopedia
Jim McGurn, author of the ac-

claimed history "On Your Bicycle", and
other luminaries formed the Open
Road company in York, UK mainly to
produce the very-high-quality publica-
tions Bike Culture (quarterly) and the
annual Encyclopedia. These give pub-
licity and recognition to non-
traditional cycles, mainly recumbents
and tricycle HPVs, but also to other
types such as load-carrying cycles.
The photographs and reproductions
are always strikingly beautiful. These
are "coffee-table" publications that are
also technically sophisticated. They
carry no advertising: I believe that
manufacturers pay a fee to have their
products reviewed. There is no other
way such expensive publications could
keep going. The editor and staff de-
serve high honor for their highly effec-
tive missionary work.
Email: Peter@bcquedit. demon.co. uk;
bikeculture@mailhost.net (US editor
Dylan Macdonald, Open Road USA)

There were others I wanted to recog-
nize. So many gems, so little space!

Dave Wilson
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